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This book provides a comprehensive and up-to-date review of the ecology of coral reef fishes

presented by top researchers from North America and Australia. Immense strides have been made

over the past twenty years in our understanding of ecological systems in general and of reef fish

ecology in particular. Many of the methodologies that reef fish ecologists use in their studies will be

useful to a wider audience of ecologists for the design of their ecological studies. Significant among

the impacts of the research on reef fish ecology are the development of nonequilibrium models of

community organization, more emphasis on the role of recruitment variability in structuring local

assemblages, the development and testing of evolutionary models of social organization and

reproductive biology, and new insights into predator-prey and plant-herbivore interactions.
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"Scientifically, the understanding of the relationships of reef fishes to each other and to their

environments has grown by leaps, and the reef-fish system promises to become a standard system

for testing ideas in ecology... The Ecology of Fishes on Coral Reefs can provide a foundation on

which to build future research."--PAUL R. EHRLICH, Bing Professor of Population Studies, Stanford

University, California"An excellent summary with a fine mix of subjects treated by outstanding

experts... The overall balance of the book seems excellent as it begins with an overview of reef

fishes and proceeds logically to a consideration of reef fish community structure... I think the book

will find a broad appeal not only to those of us who work with reef fishes but also to general



ecologists who want to include reef fish biology in their courses and should use works of this kind in

their own comparative syntheses."--C. LAVETT SMITH, Department of Herpetology and

Ichthyology, American Museum of Natural History, New York, New York"It will be a very worthwhile

contribution, one that should have a broad appeal on the market... I find it overall to be a thoughtful,

well organized prospectus, and I believe the book could potentially offer a landmark contribution to

the subject. This book should have a broad appeal among ecologists, ichthyologists and anyone

interested in the study of coral reefs. Sale has recruited some of the leading authorities in the field,

and I am sure this will be reflected in the quality of the final product."--G. DAVID JOHNSON,

Division of Fishes, National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution, Washington,

D.C."The Ecology of Fishes on Coral Reefs provides an excellent review of current knowledge on

the ecology of coral reef fish... The book provides an excellent summary and evaluation of current

thinking in the ecology of fishes on coral reefs and deserves to be widely read by students, research

scientists and reef managers alike.This is an excellent book that will serve not just as an information

and literature reference for future reef fish researchers: it will also serve as a fountain from which all

ecologists will draw a cornucopia of ideas."--BIOSCIENCE

Now Available in Paperback!

It's fine

This book was a good choice and it will be very useful. I recommend for all  customers interested by

coral reefs

I do not know if this is the right place to say that up to now the book has not yet arrived.Others two

books bought with the same order are arrived in less than 2 weeks. This is about one month.

The product has an excellent edge, works wonderfully on my homemade bread! great and good

experience. Received as described. delivery on time receive it next day . send it to my boyfriend ,

I needed to quickly learn more about coral reef fish ecology and behavior and this book has been a

great help. It covers the basics, trophic ecology, larval and juvenile ecology, reproductive and life

history patterns, community organization, and fisheries and management. I can only recommend it!
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